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skm token utility - First Round
Feature

function
Use SKM to
subscribe to
exclusive
channels +
groups

Premium
channels

burn

Release

Set by
inﬂuencer

5%

SEPTEMBER

Free for
SKM P2P

2% of
network
fee (.02%)

SEPTEMBER

$5 USD
per TB
monthly

5%

OCTOBER

From
$1 USD

5%

OCTOBER

85 % to
the inﬂuencer
In-app
contracts +
transfer

crypto
transfers

est. price*

Support for
several crypto
(ETH, etc.)

Safe + Secure

premium
storage

Easy
download +
management

85 % to
the artist

Premium
Stickers

Rewards
for artists

*Prices are subject to change

PREMIUM Channels
use skm to subscribe to premium channels
releasing: September

migrate+
monetize
audience
INfluencers

Automatic membership
management
Global access for all
audiences
Set your own price

5%
token
burns

85 %
to the
host

users

1-Click order with crypto
Access to all content
Fraud prevention

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Inﬂuencers can create their own channel and promote
their content and charge (x) SKM for users to subscribe.
85% goes to the host and 5% get burned.
For example: A Telegram Inﬂuencer has 50,000
subscribers in his channel. They share high quality
information everyday. If they move to Ally, they could
charge $5 USD per month per subscriber. The Inﬂuencer
can get $250,000 USD per month in SKM.
*Prices are subject to change

CRYPto transfers
transfer skm to other users on ally
releasing: September
In-app transfer/payment
Support ETH/SKM/Other major tokens
Free SKM P2P transfers
Low cost non-SKM transfers

free
SKM p2p
Transfer

2 % of
total
fees
burnt

low cost
crypto
transfer

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Users can directly send a crypto transfer to another
user in a conversation. The crypto transfered will
automatically be deposited to their wallet. Transferring supported currencies (ETH, etc.) burns 2% of the
network fees (roughly .02%)

*Prices are subject to change

Premium Storage
use your skm to get storage
releasing: october
Patented storage technology
Secure and safe
Easy download and management
You choose what you do with your data

from
$5 usd/tb
monthly

5%
token
burns

Safe+
Secure

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Users can use SKM to own premium storage to
ensure the safety and security of their ﬁles.
Starting f rom $5 USD a month per TB. Easy sharing
and links with other members.

*Prices are subject to change

PREMIUM STICKERS
use skm to get premium stickers
releasing: OCTOBER
Sticker Market
Rewards for sticker creators

Starting
from
$1 usd*

5%
token
burns

85 %
to the
artist

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Artists can upload their stickers into the Sticker
Market. Users pay SKM to instantly add those stickers
to their collection.

85% goes to the artist of every sticker
pack downloaded
5% of tokens will be burned

*Prices are subject to change

